Masama

a platform for coffee tree adoption in Indonesia
Encouraging private companies and individuals to offset their impact on
the Environment: the case of payment for ecosystem services provided by
Indonesian coffee producers.

A bit of background...

Indonesia's coffee
plantations cover a total
area of approximately 1.24
million hectares!

Coffee is the
second largest
commodity trade
after fuel!

In the US, it is more
than 4 kgs of coffee
consumed per capita
per year and up to 11
kgs in Norway!

The yearly increase of
coffee lands is about
100.000 hectares
globally!

Let’s take a look closer...

To a coffee drinker

-

Lack of information about coffee
production and the farmers
Little awareness about their impacts on
the environment when consuming
coffee
Increase interest in Specialty and Single
Origin coffees

To an indonesian coffee farmer

-

Lack of information about the coffee
market and its consumption
No bargaining power as they are
isolated smallholder farmers
Pushed toward intensiﬁcation of their
production

But where is it
coming from,
and how is it
produced?

I am drinking
quiet a lot of
coffee...

I would like to
know more
about the
farmer...

How could I be
involved in the
coffee
production?

And it looks
like forests
around are
disappearing!

My trees do
not look very
healthy...

I realize I don’t
know where
my coffee is
sold...

How can I
reach the coffee
drinkers?

So, how to mitigate the impacts of
coffee production and coffee consumption
on climate change?

By adopting a coffee tree with Masama*...
[Adoption] – a·dop·tion

n.
to sponsor the care and
maintenance of.

Adopting a coffee tree, it is simply to pre-order
roasted coffee beans! But not only…
By purchasing the beans months before the harvest,
the consumer is committed and support directly the
farmer during the production of its own coffee.
An emotional bound is also created as Masama sends
news, pictures and informations about the coffee
farm and the people involved in the production!
To adopt a coffee tree, it is to get real insights of the
origin of the beans produced from the adopted tree!

*from ‘sama-sama’ in indonesian, meaning ‘you are welcome”

I adopt a tree from a
coffee forest in
Indonesia!

I receive news from the
coffee farmer until the
harvest of the beans!

I welcome 2 kgs of
roasted coffee beans at
home!

Masama also ensures the coffee trees are cultivated in a safe environment that promote
agroforestry practices, soil conservation and natural cultivation methods, all providing
Ecosystem Services.
Those services are monitored by our team locally, using satellite data and in-site data collection.
Hence, each parent can compensate the carbon emission related to its consumption, paying for
the ecosystem services provided by the farmers!
20 cts per coffee cup or 10 USD per kilogram of coffee,
that is all it cost to compensate the CO2 emissions
related to your coffee consumption!

-

Clear information in ‘real time’ about coffee
cultivation and its producers
Increase of knowledge related to coffee
production and consumption and their
impacts on environment
Emotional connection with the family of
the adopted tree

-

Safety brought by the pre-order of their
coffee beans
Creation of a sense of community, with the
ﬁnal consumer but also locally
Can focus on the qualitative improvement
of the coffee farm and not the harmful
expansion of it

